of classical poetry. "I yield to none in my enthusiasm for our old literature," he wrote at age twenty-five,2 and, indeed, the intensity of his passion was unsurpassed in modern times. This passion gave rise to a unique feature of his critical mode: though Qian tends to be cautious in offering conclusions, in presenting evidence he endeavors to be exhaustive, sometimes citing dozens of literary passages to illustrate a single point. This dual drive, toward exhaustiveness in material and restraint in argumentation, I argue, is the expression of a passionate yet methodical mind intent on unlocking an abundance of new creative and analytic possibilities from China's rich literary tradition.
In trying to understand these intellectual and emotional dynamics, I will situate Qian's poetry and criticism in two broad historical contexts. First, I discuss the immediate success of On the Art of Poetry in the late 1940s and the explosion of interest generated by the revised and expanded version issued in the 1980s in relation to the paradigmatic shift to modernity of the Chinese culture and society in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. This process saw ancient modes and genres of literary expression, including classical poetry and poetic criticism, blamed for China's cultural backwardness and replaced with new forms and genres introduced from the West. Qian's career demonstrates that he embraced the fresh possibilities this new culture opened up for creative writing and literary criticism. Like many outstanding cultural figures of the Republican era, he received a Western-style education, majored in foreign languages and literature at college, and studied overseas. While in step with the cultural trend of Westernization, however, Qian had also received strict and substantial home tutoring in classical Chinese literature as a youth, and its constant pull would become part of his critical temperament. The tremendous fame he earned from a lifetime of accomplishments in traditional poetry and poetic criticism nonetheless obscures just how radical those accomplishments were.
Qian earned acclaim not only for having mastered both old and new tools and genres of literary and scholarly expression but also, and more significantly, for having mastered them equally well. It is here that we need to bring in a second historical context. Qian's achievements in classical poetry and criticism need to be understood in relation to not only the literary and intellectual context of the twentieth century but also, I argue, the history of classical Chinese poetry and poetic criticism. Viewed in the longue durée, Qian's works were a natural extension of a particular poetic theory and practice that had its origins in the Song Dynasty (960-1279) and that saw a brilliant post-Song resurgence
